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Real-time mechanistic study of carbon nanotube
anion functionalisation through open circuit
voltammetry†
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b

The mechanism of the functionalisation of reduced single walled carbon nanotubes with organobromides
was monitored by open circuit voltammetry throughout the reaction and further elucidated through
a series of comparative reactions. The degree of functionalisation was mapped against the reagent
reduction potential, degree of electron donation of substituents (Hammett parameter), and energies
calculated, ab initio, for dissociation and heterolytic cleavage of the C–Br bond. In contrast to the
previously assumed reduction/homolytic cleavage mechanism, the reaction was shown to consist of
a rapid association of carbon–halide bond to the reduced nanotube as a complex, displacing surfacecondensed countercations, leading to an initial increase in the net nanotube surface negative charge. The
complex subsequently slowly degrades through charge transfer from the reduced single-walled carbon
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nanotube to the organobromide, utilizing charge, and the carbon–halide bond breaks heterolytically.
Electron density on the C–Br bond in the initial reagent is the best predictor for degree of
functionalisation, with more electron donating substituents increasing the degree of functionalisation.
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Both the mechanism and the new application of OCV to study such reactions are potentially relevant to

rsc.li/chemical-science

a wide range of related systems.

Introduction
Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) have superlative
mechanical,1 conductive, and (opto)electronic2 properties,
making them promising candidates for a host of applications
including multi-functional composites, thin conductive lms,3
transistors, gas sensors,4 and drug delivery vectors.5 Assynthesized SWCNTs are usually agglomerated into mechanically and electronically inferior bundles, and typically contain
both carbonaceous and catalytic impurities. To maximize
performance, they require individualisation and purication
before application. Covalent functionalisation of SWCNTs can
tune a wide variety of properties, including solubility,6
composite interfaces,1 biocompatibility,7 and protein
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nucleation.8 Functionalisation may be performed via condensation chemistry with carboxylic acids formed from oxidation of
the SWCNT carbon framework, however, the necessary oxidation leads to framework vacancies which severely degrade
intrinsic properties. Alternatively, high energy species (most
commonly carboradicals, nitrenes, and azomethine ylides) may
react directly with the SWCNT framework. Understanding the
mechanism of such reactions is crucial to developing reagents,
maximizing eﬃciency, and minimizing side products.
Substantial progress has been made in understanding the
mechanism of neutral SWCNT functionalisation, particularly
with carbon-centric radicals (predominantly from diazonium
salts,9–11 but also xanthates,12 and peroxides12), and the gas
phase reactions with oxygen13 and uorine.14 To perform solution phase reactions, the SWCNT must rst be dispersed,
through routes frequently involving harsh oxidation or sonication, damaging the intrinsic SWCNT properties. In addition,
only a small fraction of SWCNTs are individualized, with the
majority remaining as smaller bundles; separation of the individualized fraction involves the use of ultracentrifugation which
is generally a small-scale process with low yield. Alternatively,
SWCNTs can be processed through reduction to nanotubide
anions,15 which can dissolve spontaneously16,17 in a variety of
aprotic, polar solvents to give truly individualized SWCNTs in
high yield. The use of sodium naphthalide (NaNp) in
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N,N-dimethylacetamide (DMAc) facilitates a single-step reduction and dissolution of SWCNTs which simplies the creation
of these nanotubide solutions.18
Additionally, the heightened reactivity of nanotubide opens
a new family of functionalisations, using several reactive
moieties, most commonly organohalides, but also disuldes,19
epoxides,20 and molecular bromine21 amongst others. However,
the mechanism of reductive SWCNT functionalisation remains
relatively unstudied. Catalyst impurities are known to impede
the reaction,22 whilst steric occlusion at the nanotube surface is
known to limit the extent of functionalisation, particularly for
reactions with polymers.23 Functionalisation is thought to be
electronically preferable alpha to previous defects,24 although
larger species are unlikely to be capable of functionalizing
adjacent carbons. The only proposed mechanism (originally
proposed by Chattopadhyay et al.19 and expanded upon by Voiry
et al.25) is the single electron transfer (SET) reduction of the alkyl
halide to an anionic radical which cleaves to form a halide
anion and an alkyl radical which spontaneously reacts with the
SWCNT sidewall (Fig. 1). The SET mechanism is based on that
established for the reaction of reduced polyaromatics with alkyl
halides.26 Since bis-termination of the proposed radical intermediate is expected to yield an organic dimer byproduct, the
observation of trace biphenyl,25 4,40 -di-t-butylbiphenyl,27 and
dicumene19 from nanotubide reactions with iodobenzene, 4-tbutyliodobenzene, and cumyl phenyl sulde, respectively, is
consistent with the SET mechanism. However, light-induced
homolytic cleavage or decomposition of alkyl halide with
excess reductant28 provide alternative explanations for the
traces of these dimers. In addition, reductively-functionalized
graphenide (negatively-charged graphene sheets) has been
proposed cleave homolytically at low temperatures, leading to
dimer formation post-functionalisation.29
The SET mechanism implies that the extent of reaction will
depend on the redox potential of the electrons at the Fermi level
of the (reduced) SWCNTs, relative to the redox potential of the
reagent (for example, the alkyl halide). During the reaction, the
most reducing electrons on the nanotubide will be consumed,
until the Fermi level balances the reduction potential of the
alkyl halide; at this point, the SWCNT will still be charged

Fig. 1 SET mechanism for reductive functionalization of SWCNTs, as
proposed by Voiry et al.25
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relative to the neutral SWCNT species. Qualitatively, the degree
of functionalisation has indeed been linked to the charge stoichiometry,30 SWCNT band structure,31 and reactivity of both
organic18 and inorganic32 reagents. Furthermore, the unutilized
residual charge is known to initiate further adventitious reactions30 if not removed through careful discharging,33,34 or can be
used deliberately to initiate a second functionalisation through
later addition of a more easily reduced reagent.30
However, there are some diﬃculties with the SET mechanism for nanotubide reactions. Most obviously the nanotubide
Fermi level, is not thought suﬃcient to reduce many of the
organohalides applied. Mildly charged SWCNTs are known to
react with an array of alkyl halides18 despite modest reduction
potentials e.g. E [C20Na] z 0.45 V (all values vs. SHE) as
calculated from integrated density of states (more complete
description and comparison to literature potentials provided in
the ESI†). Even highly charged nanotubide (C5Na z 1.43 V)
have reduction potentials lower than some known reagents,
notably organochlorides18,35,36 (ca. 2.8 to 3.1 V).37 Whilst
absolute Fermi levels for specic (reduced) SWCNTs remain
uncertain, even at the absolute limit, the maximum nanotubide
Fermi level cannot exceed the reduction potential of the
reductant (2.71 V for sodium) which is still lower than the
reactive alkyl chlorides. An additional diﬃculty is that the
degree of functionalisation never exceeds the charging stoichiometry, as might be expected if the mechanism involves radical
propagation steps (Fig. 1c and d); further, the proposed CNTbound radical (Fig. 1c) does not lead to nanotube crosslinking
termination, as is seen in other systems involving CNT bound
radicals.38 For these reasons, we have studied the mechanism of
reductive functionalisation in more detail to provide greater
insight into these versatile reactions.

Results and discussion
Open circuit voltammetry (OCV) measures the potential of
a working electrode versus a reference in the absence of a owing current, providing a direct measurement of the potential on
surface. OVC is used as a characterisation tool for redox rates,
commonly for characterising the performance of energy storage
devices39 and quantifying corrosion resistance,40 in addition to
being a common measurement parameter in chemical
sensors.41 Here, OCV is instead applied to monitoring the
SWCNT organo-functionalisation in real time. The measured
OCV potential must relate to the degree of charging, which
shis the Fermi level of the SWCNTs, modulated by the counterions condensed in the Stern layer (as modelled by ManningOosawa theory,42 and applied to SWCNTs15,17,43). By using an
assembly of SWCNTs as the working electrode, the eﬀective net
charge on the nanotube surface may be monitored, during both
the reduction step (addition of sodium naphthalide) and the
subsequent functionalisation (addition of alkyl halide).
A preweighed ‘buckypaper’ (a dense lm of entangled
SWCNTs) of reductively puried44 SWCNTs was submerged in
0.1 mM NaClO4/DMAc and used as the working electrode in a 3
electrode setup, alongside a Pt counter electrode and Ag/AgNO3
reference electrode (full details in the ESI†). Buckypapers were
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soaked in electrolyte for $24 h prior to use to minimize
temperature and ion gradients between electrode interior and
bulk electrolyte. Nevertheless the absolute initial OCVs of
SWCNTs varied and showed some dri (ESI, Fig. S3†). Once the
OCV was consistent and stable (typically 15 min), NaNp/DMAc
solution (10 : 1 C/Na) was added to the cell (Fig. 2). The
potential dropped rapidly, indicating nanotubide formation
from naphthalide charge transfer. The majority of the OCV
decrease was completed within 1 h (ESI Fig. S3†), slower than
analogous systems using SWCNT powders,22 a timescale most
likely dominated by ion diﬀusion into the compact assembly of
nanotubes. Aer charging with NaNp, the OCV was allowed to
stabilize before adding alkyl halide (1-bromobutane, 3 eq. vs.
NaNp) to the cell (Fig. 2). Although the reaction with alkyl
bromides is expected to remove charge from the SWCNTs,
surprisingly, the OCV became rapidly more negative (peak dV/dt
¼ 91 mV h1). The rate of voltage change then inverts to
positive values indicating consumption of nanotubide charge,
before levelling oﬀ as the reaction ceases. These data show that
the nanotubide electrode becomes more negative upon alkylbromide addition. Electron transfer from (neutral) alkyl halide
to (anionic) nanotubide can be reasonably excluded. Instead,
the change in potential may be attributed to the displacement
of counter cations from the Stern layer, by adsorption of the
reagent. Two controls were tested: (i) a non-brominated alkane
analogue was added to the charged SWCNT system (ESI
Fig. S5†), and (ii) an alkyl halide was added to a neutral buckpaper (ESI Fig. S6†). Neither control showed the characteristic
long-lived drop in reduction potential, thus, it can be seen that
the polar C–Br bond is necessary to displace cations from the
surface of the charged SWCNTs, consistent with the initial
formation of a C–Br complex at the nanotubide surface. Aer
this rapid complex formation, the positive OCV rate (and
eventual increase in absolute OCV), on the hour timescale,
implies a charge transfer away from the buckypaper, presumably in the form of the halide anions generated by the full
graing reaction. Interestingly, an analogous two-step

mechanism involving fast reversible absorption followed by
slow covalent reaction has been previously proposed for functionalisation of neutral SWCNTs with diazonium salts.9 Aer
the reaction completed and the OCV restabilized, the SWCNTs
remained more charged than the initial neutral electrode,
consistent with the previously observed post-functionalisation
residual charge,30 supporting a SWCNT charge threshold for
functionalisation. The use of 1-bromohexane as the functionalizing moiety (ESI, Fig. S7†) demonstrated the same OCV and
derivative trends as 1-bromohexane, but with lesser utilisation
of charge, presumably due to a steric contribution.18
To probe the nature of the proposed nanotubide/
organohalide complex and the reaction mechanism, several
stabilizing factors were considered. Firstly, the mechanism may
proceed via either a concerted or stepwise mechanism. A
concerted (SN2-like) mechanism would necessitate a carboncentric trigonal bipyramidal transition state and would be
dominated by steric eﬀects due to the large size of the nucleophile (SWCNTn). Conversely, a stepwise mechanism would
involve an electron-poor intermediate, regardless of whether
cleavage of the carbon–halogen was a heterolytic SN1-like step,
or a homolytic radical step (as is proposed in the SET mechanism, Fig. 1b). The electron-poor species could be stabilized
with hyperconjugation from bonds beta to the halide to stabilize the planar intermediate. To distinguish between concerted
and stepwise mechanisms of the SWCNT-organohalide
complex, diﬀerent organohalides were used to probe the
possible stabilizing factors. The primary, secondary, and
tertiary isomers of bromopentane provide a convenient set
(Fig. 3): 1-bromopentane (1), 2-bromopentane (2), and 2-bromo2-methylbutane (3). While alkyl iodides lead to higher degrees
of graing in SWCNT reductive functionalisation than
bromides,18 they introduce potentially complicating UV
sensitivity.

Fig. 2 OCV (and derivative) versus time of a buckypaper working
electrode during addition of sodium naphthalide solution (green), and
addition of 1-bromobutane (3 h after NaNp addition, yellow). Dashed
line represents dV/dt ¼ 0. Inset shows zoomed region over 2 h around
point of organic addition. Derivative before 2 h omitted for clarity with
full range supplied in the ESI (Fig. S4†).

Fig. 3 (Top) Schematic possible 5-valent and planar intermediates of
reductive functionalization of BrC5H11 isomers (1–3) with nanotubide,
illustrating stability trends. Most stable state shown with green background, least stable shown with hatched red background. (Bottom)
Table of properties of SWCNTs functionalized with various alkyl
bromides.
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The extent of steric interference is highly dependent on the
substituents on the electrophilic carbon (here the brominated
carbon), with occlusion small for primary (1, with two small
hydrogens and one alkyl substituent) and maximized for
tertiary (3, with three alkyls) reagents; thus the graing trend 1 >
2 > 3 would be expected for a concerted (SN2-like) mechanism.
Conversely, the opposite graing trend 3 > 2 > 1 would be expected for a stepwise, purely electronically-driven mechanism,
due to stabilisation from hyperconjugation of both radical and
cationic intermediates, as conrmed by ab initio calculations45
(see ESI† for details) of the energies for heterolytic cleavage
(DEHet) and bond dissociation (DEBDE).
The extent of functionalisation was quantied using thermogravimetric analysis (TGA, ESI Fig. S9†) with the graing
density (R/C) calculated as the number of graed chains per
SWCNT carbon atoms. The TGA data show the trend 3 (R/C
0.052) > 1 (0.046) > 2 (0.037). As the sterically hindered (but
electronically stable) 3 leads to the highest graing density, it
can be assumed that electronic eﬀects have a signicant
contribution, and importantly, that the mechanism involves
multiple steps and is not concerted. The deviation of 1/2 from
the predicted, purely electronic trend implies that steric interactions do play a role in at least one step (in support of previous
work18,24) and dominates over the weak electronic contribution
of a single methyl group.
The nature of the electronic component of the reaction's rate
determining step was investigated in more depth, by comparing
the degree of functionalisation with a set of model compounds
to four factors: reduction potential (E ), DEBDE, DEHet, and
electron density at the carbon–halide bond. A series of monosubstituted benzyl bromides were selected to facilitate the use
of Hammett parameters (vide infra). para and meta substituted
methyl, nitro, and triuoromethyl benzyl bromides were reacted,
alongside
m-methoxy
substituted,
p-methylthio
substituted, and unsubstituted benzyl bromide (N.B. pmethoxybenzyl bromide was too unstable for use, and mmethylthiobenzyl bromide was not commercially available).
These reagents were selected to provide a broad range of electron-withdrawing/donating strengths and stabilities of resonance states of intermediates, with minimal variation in steric
bulk of the functionalizing species. ortho-Functionalised benzyl
bromides were not tested, as the varying steric inuence of the
substituents adjacent to the reactive C–Br bond would
confound attempts to isolate the electronic eﬀects. In fact, due
to this very issue, Hammett parameters are not available for
relevant ortho-functionalised species,46 adding a further hurdle
to their use in this study.
E values were measured through cyclic voltammetry; due to
the organobromide's reduction peak overlapping with electrolyte reductive breakdown in some cases (masking the peak
anodic current), the potential at the maximum of the dI/dV
derivative was used to provide a trend. The rst reduction peak
is used in all cases, and all values are given versus the Ag/
AgNO3(DMF) reference electrode (further information and voltammograms are provided in the ESI†). Homolytic and heterolytic bond cleavage energies were determined computationally
through ab initio calculations as discussed earlier. Here, DEBDE
Chem. Sci.
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most usefully provides an indirect measurement for the
enthalpy change in forming Rc/Br from the SET mechanism
(Fig. 1b), oﬀset by the electron aﬃnity of atomic bromine, since
homolytic cleavage is not anticipated (ESI, Fig. S8†). While the
electron density and dipole of the pre-cleaved C–Br bond can be
calculated, the use of benzyl bromides provides a simpler,
experimentally veried route through comparison of Hammett
parameters (s). These values are a tool of organic chemistry that
quanties the electron withdrawing/donating nature of meta/
para aryl substituents on benzyl species where more positive
values imply more electron withdrawing species, and have
recently been used in studying the reaction of aryl diazonium
salts with molybdenum disulde nanosheets.47 Hammett
parameters used here are taken from the comprehensive library
assembled by Hansch.48
All benzyl bromides successfully functionalized the
SWCNTs, as monitored by TGA (ESI Fig. S10†), and the degree of
functionalisation (R/C) was quantied. The R/C was plotted
against each of the electronic factors (s, E , DEBDE, DEHet), to
allow trends to be elucidated. A linear t was applied and the
coeﬃcient of determination (R2) was used as a crude measure of
correlation (Fig. 4). The strongest trends are seen for the
Hammett parameter (R2 ¼ 0.871) with more electron rich C–Br
bonds being more reactive, and reduction potential (R2 ¼ 0.812)
with more easily reduced species functionalizing to a greater
extent. These trends imply that the electron density at the C–Br
bond is critical, likely in complex formation as seen in the OCV
measurements. Further, the organobromide is directly reduced

Fig. 4 Grafting density (R/C) of monosubstituted benzyl bromides
versus (clockwise from top left) Hammett parameter, reduction
potential, heterolytic bond dissociation energy, and homolytic bond
cleavage energy. Dashed line is a linear ﬁt. Schematic of modelled
parameter and coeﬃcient of determination magnitude given inset in
each graph. Full tabulated values are provided in the ESI.†
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by the nanotubide, akin to the SET mechanism, explaining the
residual change posited previously30 and conrmed by OCV in
this work. The discrepancy between reduction potential of the
alkyl halide and SWCNT Fermi level can be explained by the
presence of the intermediate SWCNT–C–Br complex which may
lower the energy barrier to reduction, and the more reducing
potential of the SWCNT once the counter ions are displaced.
However, while heterolytic bond cleavage energies showed
a notable correlation (R2 ¼ 0.765, with more easily cleaved C–Br
showing greater reactivity), importantly, the homolytic cleavage
showed virtually no correlation (R2 ¼ 0.168) with the degree of
functionalisation. Even the (weak) trend is in the ‘wrong’
direction with high DEBDE (a high enthalpy cost in forming the
carboradical) linked to higher functionalisation. At its most
simple, the trend implies there is no homolytic cleavage of
C–Br, but as DEBDE is an indirect probe for the presence of a free
Rc intermediate (ESI Fig. S8†), it implies no such species is
present, in contrast to the SET mechanism (Fig. 1b). Given the
previous observation of bis-dimers in some reactions, it is
possible that a homolytic C–Br cleavage is present as a non-ratedetermining step, however, as alternative reactions may explain
their presence, and DEHet shows a good correlation to functionalisation, the C–Br cleavage during reductive functionalisation is tentatively assigned as heterolytic decomposition of
the complexed RBr on the SWCNT surface.

Conclusions
In conclusion, the experiments indicate a development of the
previously accepted mechanism reaction between nanotubide
and organohalides. The reaction is initiated by rapid complexation of the organohalide to the nanotubide, displacing
condensed counterions, before a second slower step involving
degradation through halide reduction and cleavage of the
carbon–halide bond to liberate the halide anion (Fig. 5). The
absence of any nanotube or small molecule radical intermediates in the proposed mechanism is consistent with the lack of
observation of either nanotube crosslinking or greater than
stoichiometric graing ratios as would be expected from
mechanisms involving radical propagation steps (Fig. 1c and d).
In agreement with previous work, steric occlusion of the organohalide is shown to play a signicant role in determining the
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degree of functionalisation, assigned here to the packing of
complexes on the SWCNT surface; however, for small molecules
at least, steric eﬀects are of lesser importance than electronic
stabilisation of the intermediate. Furthermore, the degree of
electron-donation from groups adjacent to the carbon–halide
bond (i.e. electron density on the C–Br bond) is the strongest
predictor for increasing the degree of functionalisation, with
more electron donating substituents increasing the degree of
functionalisation. Further investigation is required to elucidate
a more detailed picture of the functionalisation mechanism,
particularly the electronic stability of organohalide/nanotubide
complex, the full reaction pathway, and detailed reaction
kinetics. The concept of a surface adsorption activated graing
reaction is relevant more generally to other systems that span
the molecular-continuum divide, including analogous reactions
on graphenides and related materials. The development of
OCV, as a method to study the organo-functionalisation,
provides a new, simple, and readily accessible tool to investigate a wide range of such systems in real time. To use OCV to
monitor surface chemical reactions, a material must be electronically conducting and physically stable in the relevant
potential range, either as a cohesive electrode as seen here, or
coated on an inert electrode surface. In principle, any reactions
involving charge transfer between solvated species and the
electrode may be monitored, although high specic surface
areas may be needed to amplify the signal; with further renement, more quantitative interpretation of the charge transfer
and surface potentials may be possible. OCV may be useful not
only for studying reactions on nanocarbons, but wide range of
other systems, including functionalisation of conducting
nanomaterials (e.g. transition metal dichalcogonides, nanodots, metallic nanoparticles, etc.), charge transfer to surfacebound ligands, as well as real-time monitoring pathways of
heterogeneous catalytic systems.
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